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Are You
Confused By:
- Sequestrations?
- Fiscal Cliffs?
- Raising debt limits?
- Trillion-dollar coins?
- Too big to jail Wall

FREE MONETARY
SEMINAR
An unjust money system using debt instead of
money concentrates the nation’s wealth into the top
one-tenth of 1%, while normal working people
(including professionals) suffer; losing homes,
savings, families, even lives. We must do better!
It all results from the way economists have failed
to understand the nature of money.

Street operators?
- Too big to fail banks?

Now you can learn more about money in 2 hours
than most economists learn in a lifetime!

- Closing down our
Government?

Learn how monetary reform easily fixes the
Detroit “bankruptcy” – yes, easily.

You should be confused!
These notions are all a result
of the horrible mess most
economists have made of the
world’s money systems.
These dilemmas result from an
unjust money system based on
using debt instead of money.
This has concentrated the
world’s wealth into the top
one-tenth of 1%.
But far better thinking has
been available for centuries,
including from Aristotle,
Plato, Bishop Berkeley, Ben
Franklin, Peter Cooper,
Henry George, Frederick
Soddy, Henry Simons and
Irving Fisher, and the AMI,
to name just a few.
The American Monetary
Institute, founded in 1996 for
the independent study of
monetary history, theory, and
reform, proudly brings
together expert and
trustworthy speakers to help
you make sense of what is
going on.

Robert Poteat, leading expert on America’s money
system and Senior Advisor to the American
Monetary Institute, and Stephen Zarlenga, Director
of the Institute, will show:
▪ How our debt-based money system promotes war,
and warfare then promotes more debt.
▪ How HR 2990, introduced into the last Congress
by Rep. Dennis Kucinich solves these critical
monetary problems.
When: Monday, August 12th 6:00 – 8:00 pm
Where: The Chicago Temple
77 W. Washington St, #2
All are welcome!
Reservations appreciated.
Call (224) 805-2200
E-mail ami@taconic.net

